WKC SNIFF ‘N GO
CURIOUS ABOUT HOW SCENTWORK TRIALS RUN?

Would you like a practice run?

COME TO WKC FOR A SNIFF ‘N GO
Sunday, November 25th, 2018
9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
WKC Building, 3448 N. Emporia, Wichita

First run, each element $5; additional runs, same element $3.
Searches will be run like a trial.
Dogs that have not gotten to search will take precedence over
second runs.
We will have Novice Searches for INTERIORS,
EXTERIORS, CONTAINERS, and HANDLER
DISCRIMINATION, and if weather permits, BURIED and
VEHICLES.
ELEMENT RUN ORDER WILL BE DETERMINED THE
MORNING OF THE SNIFF N GO (weather dependent) but
will be somewhat flexible.

WKC SNIFF ‘N GO
MORE INFORMATION:
- Spectators are MORE THAN WELCOME and there is no charge for
watching, but no unentered dogs, please, and hold questions for breaks
in judging. We don't want to create any distractions for working dogs.
So please be courteous and quiet!
In addition, only dogs that are on odor will benefit from this, as we won't
be able to assist people to get their dogs on odor if they are not already
familiar with Birch! This is intended as a trial prep for Novice teams, or
practice for more advanced teams if they desire, but should be
interesting and educational for anybody interested in becoming involved
in Nosework.
- Only Birch odor and Novice runs will be offered!
- All dogs must be on leash at all times, and PLEASE, pick up after your
dog! Look for signs marking the designated potty area, so as to not soil
the exterior search areas.
-Benching will be in cars (and MANY trials do this), so come prepared
for your dog's comfort, with water and bowls, someplace comfy to relax
between runs, a fan/shade screens/etc. if the weather is warm, and a
blanket or warming pad/disc for cold sensitive dogs if it is cold! You
might want to bring people food if you are staying, as I am not sure what
restaurants are nearby.
- Teams that want to run the entire trial are advised to get there as
early as you can to be able to enter and run all the elements! At least 2
judges will run elements at the same time, so the teams can move from
one judge to the next with reduced wait time, but if the turnout is large,
we may only be able to offer one run per team of each element. You will
get a "score sheet" when you enter that you will take to your "judge",
and we will run as many teams as we can before moving to another
element. Since what we do is weather dependent, we won't be able to
determine element order until the morning of the event, but it will be
posted, along with run order, at the check-in table. We will have a
general briefing at 9:00 AM, with runs to follow.
- a 25% discount is being offered to teams that enter all elements prior
to 9:00 AM day of event ($22 for all 6 elements!)
- Remember your treats, your leash and collar or harness, and your
enthusiasm!
LET’S HAVE SOME FUN!!

